
Frequently 
Asked Questions 

Background

What is Qi?
Qi (pronounced “chee”) is the global standard and proven leader for wireless charging. 
The Qi standard is a fully open and flexible platform that allows member companies to 
differentiate their products with innovation in design, components, materials, features, 
and value to consumers. Qi has unrivaled reach, delivers the best user experience, and 
is moving the fastest to bring new wireless charging innovations to market.

Qi is the only wireless power solution fully integrated into smartphones without the 
need for cases or replaceable battery covers. You simply place a Qi-enabled device on a 
Qi charging surface and it charges the device, simply and efficiently, no cords needed.

Developed by the Wireless Power Consortium in 2010, Qi guarantees that any 
phone, camera, remote control or other device carrying the Qi logo will work with any 
charging surface that carries the Qi logo, regardless of manufacturer or brand. Just like 
Bluetooth® set the standard for exchanging data over short distances or Wi-Fi™ set the 
standard for wireless networking, Qi sets the standard for wireless charging. 

What companies support Qi?
Qi is backed by over 200 industry-leading companies of the WPC, including Verizon 
Wireless, Motorola, Nokia, Philips, Toshiba, Sony, ConvenientPower, IKEA, Energizer, 
Freescale, Fulton Innovation, HTC, LG, Panasonic, Texas Instruments, Visteon, Legget & 
Platt, and Qualcomm, with more companies supporting it all the time. The vast industry 
support means more choices for more devices and the assurance that Qi will work now 
and into the future.   

Why is a universal, compatible Wireless charging standard important? 
Today, there are many different types of charging solutions for different electronic 
devices, and most don’t work together. This means that each time you buy a new brand 
of phone or other device, you likely have to buy all new chargers. Most people can 
attest to the pile of old chargers in their homes  — some obsolete, others useful for the 
device it came with but nothing else. 
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With Qi, you can charge any Qi-enabled device using any Qi charging surface, 
regardless of manufacturer or brand. Goodbye cable clutter, hello compatibility.  

Qi has the potential to simplify people’s lives, providing a convenient and interoperable 
way to charge mobile devices at home or on the go. The goal of Qi is to make wireless 
charging ubiquitous and to have it embedded into everyday places where people work, 
live and travel. Consumers will be able to charge their devices at ease wherever they go, 
making drained batteries a thing of the past.

devices and compatiBility 

What products support Qi noW?
Over the past year, car companies such as Toyota, Mercedes-Benz, Jeep, and the 
automotive group CE4A have pledged their support of in-console Qi wireless charging 
in future cars. The 2013 Toyota Avalon and 2014 Jeep Grand Cherokee currently feature 
this technology. There are more than 400 Qi-compatible products in the
market, including:

devices with out-of-the-box, fully integrated Qi:
 » Blackberry Z30
 » Google Nexus 4
 » Google Nexus 5
 » Google Nexus 7
 » HTC Droid DNA
 » HTC 8X
 » LG Spectrum 2
 » Motorola Droid Mini by Verizon Wireless
 » Motorola Droid RAZR Maxx by Verizon Wireless
 » Nokia Lumia 920
 » Nokia Lumia 1520

devices available with replaceable battery covers or accessory cases (sold separately):
 » Blackberry8900
 » Droid Charge
 » Droid Incredible 4G LTE
 » Google Nexus 5
 » HTC Droid Incredible
 » HTC Rezound
 » HTC Thunderbolt
 » LG Revolution
 » LG Spectrum
 » Motorola Droid 3
 » Nokia Lumia 810
 » Nokia Lumia 820
 » Nokia Lumia 822
 » Nokia Lumia 925
 » Nokia Lumia 1020
 » Samsung Galaxy S3
 » Samsung Galaxy S4
 » Samsung Galaxy Note 2 www.air-charge.com



automobiles with Qi wireless charging:
 » 2013 Toyota Avalon
 » 2014 Jeep Cherokee
 » Toyota Prius
 » Ssanyong Chairman
 » 2014 Toyota Harrier

automobile manufacturers that have pledged support for Qi wireless charging
 » Merdeces-Benz
 » CE4A (working group of automotive manufacturers consisting of Audi, BMW, 

Daimler, Porsche and Volkswagon)

Qi-enabled accessories (not comprehensive)
 » Panasonic Charging Pad
 » Energizer Charging Pad
 » Zens Charging Pad
 » Maxell Charging Pad
 » Convenient Power Qi Titled Wireless Charging Platform
 » DIGIPOWER DrivePad
 » Oregon Scientific Time & Wireless Charging Station +
 » Nokia Wireless Charging Stand
 » LG Wireless Charging Cradle 
 » Philips Wireless Charging Pad
 » Philips Single Inductive Charger 
 » LG Bluetooth Headset 
 » Energizer Dual Inductive Charger 
 » Panasonic Blu-Ray Disc Recorder 
 » JBL PowerUp Wireless Charging Speaker for Nokia 
 » Nokia Wireless Charging Pillow by Fatboy 
 » Droid DNA Wireless Charging Dock
 » TDK Life on Record Wireless Charging Speaker Q35
 » Nokia Wireless Charging Plate
 » HTC Droid DNA Wireless Charging Dock by Zens
 » Wow5 Charger by ConvenientPower
 » TYLT Wireless charger
 » MobiRock NFC-Enabled Bluetooth Speaker
 » Google Nexus 4 Wireless Charging Orb
 » Nokia Luna with Wireless Charging Bluetooth Headset
 » LG WCP-300 Wireless Charging Pad
 » LG WCP-700 Wireless Charging Pad
 » LG WCD-800 Wireless Charging Cradle
 » Qi Tilted Wireless Charging Platform by ConvenientPower
 » Nokia DT-601
 » Nokia DT-900 Wireless Charging Pad
 » 94Fifty Basketball
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hoW Will i knoW if my device is compatible? 
Look for the Qi logo. Any device carrying the logo will work with any charger 
carrying the logo. The Wireless Power Consortium undertakes extensive 
product testing to ensure compatibility between approved Qi devices. You 
can feel secure knowing your investment in Qi will continue to pay off for  
years as more and more products become Qi-enabled. 

does Qi only Work With mobile devices?
Currently, the Qi standard is designed for devices using 5 watts of power (some work 
up to 7.5), such as mobile phones, cameras, remote controls and tablets. The Wireless 
Power Consortium is currently working on expanding Qi for use in larger devices such 
as laptops and home appliances, with a vision to cover industrial equipment and electric 
vehicles over time.  

is Qi Wireless charging built directly into the device or is a special 
case reQuired? 
Qi is the first wireless power solution fully integrated into smartphones and tablets. The 
Motorola Droid Maxx and Droid Mini (by Verizon Wireless), LG G2 by Verison Wireless, 
and Google Nexus 7, have Qi wireless charging as a key out of the box feature, and 
require no add-on or backdoor to facilitate charge.  
Other proprietary solutions require separate cases or add-ons to work and only work 
with a limited type of charger.

What about older devices? is there a Way to add Qi compatibility to 
them?
Yes, there are an increasing number of options you can choose to add Qi compatibility 
to existing or older devices. A number of protective cases, sleeves and removable 
battery covers are available to use with existing devices. Simply place them on the 
device and set it on a Qi charging surface. It will charge the same way a device with Qi 
built-in would. 

Where can i buy Qi-compatible electronics?
Qi-compatible charging pads, devices and accessories can be purchased through well-
known retail outlets like Amazon, Verizon Wireless, AT&T, Sprint and T-Mobile stores. 

technology, safety, and efficiency 

hoW does Qi Wireless charging Work? 
Qi works by generating a safe electromagnetic field between a charger and a device 
through a well-established process called magnetic induction. Qi chargers have a built-
in transmitting coil that intelligently communicates with Qi devices using a specific 
electromagnetic frequency, so any Qi device will work with any Qi charger, now and in 
the future. 

Qi supports both inductive and resonant wireless power solutions, meaning you 
don’t have to worry about exact alignment when placing a Qi-compatible device on a 
charging spot and Qi fully supports the capability to charge multiple devices at once. 
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While other companies and groups may claim their proprietary-based solutions are more 
technologically advanced, this is not true. Qi’s technology is superior to proprietary-
based solutions as it supports both inductive and resonant charging, spatial freedom, 
and intelligent power management. This stems from Qi’s open, fully flexible standard, 
backed by overwhelming industry support from more than 190 companies. Qi also has 
an installed base of 40 million units worldwide, including full integration into the hottest 
smartphones and devices on the market like the Nokia Lumia 1520, LG G2, Nexus 5 and 
the Google Nexus 7 tablet.

is it necessary to position the phone in a specific Way on the 
Wireless charging surface? What happens if the phone is not placed 
correctly?
There is a wide range of Qi products you can choose from with larger and smaller 
charging areas. Some products allow free placement anywhere on a 10x10 inch surface. 
Other products have a smaller charging area. Charger manufactures have the option of 
producing larger charging surface areas. Simply just place the phone down normally on 
the surface with the screen facing up and it charges.

If it’s not placed on the charging surface, or not placed correctly, the phone will not 
charge. This won’t damage the phone or the charger. 

is the Qi solution capable of charging devices at a distance?
Yes. The Qi standard is capable of providing longer range magnetic resonance wireless 
charging. The latest transmitter design increases the distance that devices can charge 
from the charging platform – all the while remaining Qi compliant.  

This transmitter design allows Qi wireless charging stations to be seamlessly integrated 
into a wide range of surfaces, including furniture, tabletops, kitchen counters, and 
automobiles. Qi-enabled devices up to 5 watts (some devices can reach up to 7.5) can 
charge up to 40mm away from the Qi charging surface. The new design offers more 
freedom in device placement and convenience for consumers.

is Wireless charging safe? 
Yes, Qi is based on the well-known principle of magnetic induction and magnetic 
resonance which has been around for over 100 years. The same principle has been used 
in homes around the world for years to safely charge electric toothbrushes. 

is Qi an efficient use of electricity? 
Qi chargers are much more power efficient than longer distance wireless charging 
technology which is still in its infancy. If power is transmitted over a distance of more  
than a couple of centimeters, only a very small part of the transmitted power will find its 
way into your device and the rest is wasted. With Qi, charging efficiency comes very close 
to that of traditional plugged-in charging, meaning charging takes about the same time.

Qi chargers are also equipped with power-saving features that will turn off the charger 
once a device is fully charged. In addition, many Qi chargers can support multiple devices 
at once. Replacing multiple device chargers with one Qi charger will actually save energy. 
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the Qi ecosystem

is it possible to build Qi charging surfaces into everyday items like furniture 
and car center consoles?
Yes. Qi works in cars, furniture, countertops and even computer towers. Qi chargers for embedded 
use are available today. The current Qi chargers for embedded use have a transmission range of 
about half an inch, so for most tabletops they are imbedded in the table just underneath the surface. 
The Qi standard allows longer transmission ranges as well and has been demonstrated embedded in 
car consoles. In December of 2012, Toyota announced that the 2013 Toyota Avalon Limited will be the 
first vehicle available in the world that offers in-console Qi wireless charging for Qi–enabled mobile 
phones and devices. The Avalon’s wireless charging pad is integrated into the ebin® lid situated 
in vehicle’s centerconsole. The system can be enabled by a switch beneath the lid, and charging 
is as simple as placing the phone upon the lid’s high-friction surface. In March, Jeep announced 
that embedded Qi wireless charging pads will be featured in the 2014 Jeep Grand Cherokee. This 
embedded technology is also making its way into the office and home through innovations such as 
the the Cegano SmartTable and some of the newest ASUS desktop computers.
 
are you seeing any Wireless charging surfaces being built into public areas, 
such as in airports and restaurants, Where people can simply set their mobile 
device doWn to charge?
Yes. We’ve already seen the development of Qi wireless power built into infrastructure throughout 
Japan. NTT DOCOMO, Japan’s largest mobile operator, has installed Qi wireless charging stations 
at more than 3,500 convenient locations in Japan, including airport lounges, salons, cinemas, and 
cafes, changing the way consumers think about charging their devices. Other companies, such as 
ChargeAll, are developing Qi wireless cell phone charging kiosks to be placed in public areas.

We are also seeing the same momentum in the U.S. Fully integrated wireless charging is the latest 
trend in mobile devices and Qi is leading the way as the only solution that is fully integrated into the 
newest smartphones without the need for cases or replaceable battery covers. We think that this is 
the tipping point for driving mass market adoption and the development of a Qi wireless charging 
ecosystem that will make it possible for consumers to conveniently charge their devices where ever 
they go.

The goal for Qi is to make wireless charging ubiquitous and embedded into everyday places where 
people work, live, and travel.
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